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LOCAL BREVITIES

BUSINESS NEWS

PLUMBING MACHINES

Goble, balm for sale. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

JUNE 5 to 10 years old, w/ 12 to 15000 double brake, double gum

BUSINESS NEWS (Continued)

Goble, balm for sale. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Buy Firestone tires at L. C. Welsh Co. Save or phone.

Suites and topknots delivered. See A. M. and Charles. Save or phone.

Call for delivery Mon. and Sat. and Mon. and Sat. Save or phone.

Buy cleaning at Rusel's grocery. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

For installation of both baths and septic tanks on farms and in town. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

All repair work will be promptly taken care of. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Still have some real corn seed samples available 100%, and bulk seed at Leon's. Save or phone.

3 Good Jersey cows about 5 months old and 2 orders for beef soon for L. E. L. Make an offer. Save or phone.

For installation of both baths and septic tanks on farms and in town. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Order for publication. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

For installation of both baths and septic tanks on farms and in town. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Choose yellow dust seed corn for sale. Good health for sale. See early pages.

For installation of both baths and septic tanks on farms and in town. See early pages. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Choose yellow dust seed corn for sale. Good health for sale. See early pages.

Choose yellow dust seed corn for sale. Good health for sale. See early pages.
Hoover's Path a Parade of Popularity

The chief executive, Mr. Hoover, was cheered by thousands lining streets as his motorcade took the road to the east side of the city at a breakneck speed, the cheers becoming more and more lusty until the president was greeted with a tremendous roar of applause as he entered the White House grounds. The motorcade consisted of a dozen or more cars, including the president's limousine, and was preceded by a detachment of military police and members of the Secret Service. The president was seen waving his hand to the crowd as he drove past. The occasion was fittingly marked by a display of red, white, and blue flags, and the streets were decorated with bunting and balloons. The celebration was a fitting tribute to the man who had served the nation so well as its chief executive. His tenure in office had been marked by steady progress and steady growth, and his administration had left the nation in a strong and prosperous condition. The cheers of the crowd were a fitting expression of the respect and admiration in which he was held. The occasion was a fitting tribute to the man who had served the nation so well as its chief executive. His tenure in office had been marked by steady progress and steady growth, and his administration had left the nation in a strong and prosperous condition. The cheers of the crowd were a fitting expression of the respect and admiration in which he was held.

High-Grade Cattle Cheese Offered Profitable Outlet for Shale Milk

Profitable utilization of milk from old or badly mushroomed steers and cows is now more important than ever, according to E. T. Hasler, of the Bureau of Dairy Foods of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, who is directing field work in the production of high-grade cheese. The cabinet has many possibilities in the production of high-grade cheese,

Meet the Colonel

Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd (right) is shown examining the Lake Michigan seal, which was presented to him by the Chicago Natural History Museum. The seal is a valuable addition to the collection of North American seals, and is a reminder of the scientific work done in the Arctic region.

Poultry

Hens cannot use fiber. Because hens do not have the digestive system that retains a high percentage of crude fiber used for the fiber in the diet and the dairy industry does not use fiber as a fiber source. E. T. Hasler of the Bureau of Dairy Foods has recommended the use of the work done at the Poultney Conference on the utilization of old or badly mushroomed steers and cows. The conference was held in Poultney, Vermont, and was attended by representatives of the dairy industry from all parts of the country. The conference was held to discuss the utilization of old or badly mushroomed steers and cows for the production of high-grade cheese.
Concentration of gasoline in Michigan in 1910 established an all-time high for the state and exceeded the volume of 1908 by 1,000,000, despite adverse business conditions. It was reported in the state that the gasoline burned on the Detroit and Chicago terminals was supplied by 50 carriers, the number of carriers at the end of the season was reduced to 45.

The report gives gasoline consumption for all of the state, with the exception of one collection made by the newborn state of Michigan. The report furnished information on the consumption of gasoline, including the cost of gasoline, for the year 1911. The number of cars using gasoline in 1911 was 14,120,000, while the total number of all kinds of cars was 16,120,000.

An analysis of the report shows that a number of causes have increased and a few have decreased in recent years. The report indicates that the increase in the amount of gasoline consumed has been due to the increase in the use of gasoline as a fuel for motor vehicles and for other purposes.

Next Time She Went Along

wife to have (in hot day) —

26 Market Ave., N. W.

BAKER'S BAKING POWDER

KOEL'S BAKING POWDER

SPLIT AT THE GROVE

Same Price for Over 40 Years

25 ounces for 35c.

N adversely business conditions.

am the number of carriers at the end of the season was reduced to 45.

The report furnished information on the consumption of gasoline, including the cost of gasoline, for the year 1911. The number of cars using gasoline in 1911 was 14,120,000, while the total number of all kinds of cars was 16,120,000.

An analysis of the report shows that a number of causes have increased and a few have decreased in recent years. The report indicates that the increase in the amount of gasoline consumed has been due to the increase in the use of gasoline as a fuel for motor vehicles and for other purposes.
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The report furnished information on the consumption of gasoline, including the cost of gasoline, for the year 1911. The number of cars using gasoline in 1911 was 14,120,000, while the total number of all kinds of cars was 16,120,000.

An analysis of the report shows that a number of causes have increased and a few have decreased in recent years. The report indicates that the increase in the amount of gasoline consumed has been due to the increase in the use of gasoline as a fuel for motor vehicles and for other purposes.
Remington Typewriter Bargains for Cash This Week

Remington Portable, 1 year old, simply $35
Remington Portable, used only 35 cents
Until Saturday Noon Only

New Remington Portables at a very special discount FOR CASH

Special Discount to All
SCHOOL TEACHERS

J. B. TRAVIS

Circular Council Proceedings
Meeting of April 7, 1911.

Motion by Bruck supported that Marks be paid $25.

Ralph Rutland, aged 4, of 128 School Ave., presented the annual report of the

Remington

Typewriter Bargains

for Cash This Week

remington portable, 1 year old, simply $35
remington portable, used only 35 cents
until Saturday noon only

new remington portables at a very special discount for cash

special discount to all school teachers

j. b. travis

great pitching win over uncle Jim

b. ruby greene

Oak Crabtree scored the run of the game on a high pop fly to center, Crutchfield

made the catch and then threw out the runner at home. The next inning

G. L. ANDRE

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

Goble

FLOWERS

Gobles

Ambulance Service

Day or Night

G. L. ANDRE

FUNERAL DIRECTOR

Goble

flower orders

a free 3/4 pint of JAP-A-LAC Quick Drying

Immediately on presentation of coupon

both phones

G. M. RILEY, M.D.

Physician and Surgeon

Office and Hospital

Petrolia, California

DAVID ANDERSON

山东省

D. J. B. GREGGS

Attorney

Petrolia, California

benjamin l. mitchell

assessors

Bustler's Boy

Chapter No. 380, O. S. R.

Meetings First Tuesday of Each Month

visiting members always welcome

1429 Broadway

andrea

lynden lodge no. 335, f. a. m.

1625 san marcos street

Yuhu Lodge No. 335, F. A. M.

Office in Longwell Block

Near Sunset Avenue

masonic

and finance

a mutual association should be long enough to cover the fixed charge of the loan, and remain free of the interest

Extraordinary Tramps

There are only thirty odd years of record in the United States

boughting

and selling

it is sought after in a sharpening brand to

We have been in business for

and the breather for tough customers

m. s. joelschein, m. d.

physician and surgeon

2132 folsom street

buy your

fire insurance

life insurance

the news

albert g. foelschein, m. d.

901-903 mission street

both phones

m. s. joelschein, m. d.

physician and surgeon

2132 folsom street
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AMERICANS VISIT THE SOUTH POLE
The first Americans to visit the South Pole occurred in August, 1928. They were two members of a military expedition which was interested in the interest of commerce and navigation to the Southern Ocean and the mysterious south pole, under the direction of Admiral Richard E. Byrd. Although the expedition had set out for commercial purposes, its primary purpose was to provide valuable geographical and meteorological data and to promote the acquisition of knowledge where it was not incompatible with their own designs. The expedition was gone four years and they traveled a distance of 57,000 miles, two of which were more than the distance which the English had covered from the tip of South Africa to the North Pole. They followed the gulf steam current and then swung northward to the west coast of South America, which was reached in December of 1928 that were reserved with the sight of hitherto unknown arctic regions in the vicinity of the South Pole. In their journey the expedition visited New Zealand, the tip of New Zealand, the Hawaiian Islands and several members of the party climbed the mountain tops. The results of this expedition reflected the highest honor for America which was conferred upon them, and the men who were brought to the South Pole were considered to be the heroes of the expedition.
Access to this content is currently unavailable.
50c Saved on all yearly subscriptions to daily papers on rural routes ordered with THE NEWS. 

Less Than 45 Days to Decoration Day 
This year's event is to be observed and an Monument built for the coming generation. We are all united in this cause and hope that we will all co-operate and see that our good cause is held to the fullest measure and that our nation will be remembered in this way.

We hope you liked the pies and we have all kinds of good pies to offer. We hope that you will enjoy these pies and that you will come again.

The Square Deal Cash Cream Station will be open.

For Mother's Day we have a special Mother's Day branch. Make your order now.

Dine Inn Pay White FOR KEROSINE, Gasoline and Lubricating Oils

SPECIAL LUMBER UNTIL MAY 1, 1931
5 per cent off on all Cash Sales. This means marked savings to you and will pay you well to take advantage of this offer.

J. L. Clement & Sons

THE SENIOR CLASS PRESENTS
Mr. Bob
CART OF CHARACTERS
Phil Roan
Robert Bere, Dick of Honeymoon
Sally Rube, Jane
C. Eley
Jacksie, Bob Rube's Aunt
Polly, Polly
Gladys, Sally Rube's friend
Miss Eggwhites, a school teacher
Grandpa Thompson
Polly Rube, Bob Rube's mother
Polly Rube, Bob Rube's mother
Polly Rube, Bob Rube's mother
Polly Rube, Bob Rube's mother

6 HOURS ENTERTAINMENT
Friday Eve, April 17
Admission 25c and 35c
RESERVED SEATS AT MICHIGAN'S DRUG STORE

SPECIAL LUMBER UNTIL MAY 1, 1931
5 per cent off on all Cash Sales.

J. L. Clement & Sons

THE FUTURE BANK "MAKING THINGS TO ENSURE THE COMMUNITY"